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Abstract
This paper is a commentary to introduce how rehabilitation professionals can use a new, body-worn sensor system
to obtain objective measures of balance and gait. Current assessments of balance and gait in clinical rehabilitation
are largely limited to subjective scales, simple stop-watch measures, or complex, expensive machines not practical or
largely available. Although accelerometers and gyroscopes have been shown to accurately quantify many aspects of
gait and balance kinematics, only recently a comprehensive, portable system has become available for clinicians. By
measuring body motion during tests that clinicians are already performing, such as the Timed Up and Go test (TUG)
and the Clinical Test of Sensory Integration for Balance (CITSIB), the additional time for assessment is minimal. By
providing instant analysis of balance and gait and comparing a patient’s performance to age-matched control values,
therapists receive an objective, sensitive screening profile of balance and gait strategies. This motion screening profile
can be used to identify mild abnormalities not obvious with traditional clinical testing, measure small changes due to
rehabilitation, and design customized rehabilitation programs for each individual’s specific balance and gait deficits.

Need for Better Balance and Gait Assessments in
Rehabilitation
Reliable, sensitive, and clinically meaningful measures of balance
and gait are critical for clinical assessment, as well as for studies of
rehabilitation intervention, of patients with neurological disorders
such as Parkinson’s disease (PD), multiple sclerosis, stroke, and other
conditions such as frailty and orthopedic disorders that lead to high
fall risk [1]. In these patients, restoration of function may require a
prolonged course of therapy that can be difficult to design because
progress based on small improvements are difficult to clinically
measure. Technology that quantifies balance and gait more sensitively
and objectively than current clinical examinations could be very useful
for rehabilitation.
However, functional capacity must be assessed in rehabilitation
at various points in time so that the nature of the intervention (type,
intensity, duration, frequency) can be re-evaluated periodically and
modified as needed [2]. Moreover, rehabilitative care is delivered at
various settings across the spectrum of an individual’s care; including
rehabilitation units, skilled nursing facilities, outpatient clinics, and the
patient’s home. If technology is going to be used at multiple settings,
such technology must be portable, low cost, easy to use, and lightweight.
Understanding the response to therapeutic interventions also requires
feedback that enables the therapist to make better decisions to select
the most effective therapies.
Rehabilitation of neurologic disease is steeped in a history of
subjective observation. Comparatively, other areas of rehabilitation,
such as cardiac rehabilitation, have more rapidly embraced advances in
technology to document patient progress. For example, it is standard of
care for a physical therapist to monitor heart rate and oxygen saturation
during gait and these objective, physiologic measures indicate the
cardiac rehabilitation status of the patient [3].
In neurologic rehabilitation, the challenges are different. Many
times, neurologically impaired patients cannot accurately convey or
may lack the insight or ability to tell the clinician about their progress.
Practical and reliable clinical scales to assess balance and gait in these
patients in a clinic environment have been limited to walking duration
from 3 to 30m, distance walked in 2 to 12 min (stop-watch based), or
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clinical rating scales that are limited by clinicians bias, insensitivity to
mild impairments (ceiling effects), and sometimes poor reliability [47]. These limitations are serious concerns for clinicians and researchers
who want to monitor disease progression, determine intervention
efficacy, or treat people with mild mobility deficits [8].
The value of a sophisticated gait laboratory or dynamic
posturography in assessing even mild impairments [9-12] or effect
of medications and rehabilitation interventions [13-17] on gait and
balance is well-established. However, gait laboratories and dynamic
posturography systems are expensive, require large dedicated
spaces, dedicated personnel, proper installation and professional
interpretation. These constraints make this type of sophisticated
technology impractical for many clinical settings, precluding many
clinicians from incorporating these measures into clinical decision
making.
Recently, body-worn inertial sensors have been proposed as
a portable, low-cost alternative to gait laboratories or dynamic
posturography for measurements of gait and balance [18-23]. Inertial
measures of gait and balance have been shown to be sensitive to mild
mobility problems in patients with neuropathy, Parkinson’s disease,
and multiple sclerosis [24-27]. These results suggest that such measures
may provide a sensitive means of measuring subtle mobility deficits in
clinical settings. Despite the potential advantages of these systems in
clinical practice, until recently they have not provided the necessary
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guidance, simplicity, accuracy, or information needed to help guide
therapy.

Mobility Lab
APDM’s Mobility Lab™ (Figure 1) (APDM Inc, http://apdm.com)
is the first portable gait and balance laboratory designed for clinicians
and clinical researchers. It was designed to streamline gait and balance
assessment by making it easy to collect, store, analyze, and interpret
data. Mobility Lab™ (Figure 1) is composed of: 1) a set wireless,
body-worn Opal™ inertial sensors, each with a docking station, 2)
an Access Point for wireless data transmission and sub-millisecond
synchronization of the independent sensors, 3) user-friendly software
to guide the user and subject(s) through the testing protocols, and 4)
automated analysis and reporting of the recorded data (Figure 4) .
Depending on the specified test protocol, one to six Opals are
attached to the body with Velcro straps (one on the low back for
postural sway, two on the shanks for gait, one on the sternum for sit/
stand transitions, and two on the wrists for arm swing). Figure 2 shows
a subject wearing the Opals while performing a 180-degree turn. While
being guided through the protocol, the clinician can easily abort, repeat,
or comment on trials as necessary. Mobility Lab™ provides immediate
access to measures of gait and balance along with matching control
values to aid in research or clinical decision-making.

Mobility lab plugins
APDM offers a suite of plugins for Mobility Lab™ that allows
clinicians to customize their analytical software to satisfy their research,
clinical or therapeutic needs. Each plugin is an instrumented version of
a widely-accepted clinical protocol.
Instrumented Timed-up and go plugin (ITUG): Subjects are
instructed to stand up from a chair, walk 7 m, turn 180°, then walk back

and sit down. The distance walked was extended from 3 to 7 m to allow
processing of gait cycle data. The ITUG objectively characterizes 53
parameters during postural transitions (sit-to-stand and turn-to-sit),
walking and turning [28]. Each of these parameters has been previously
validated with a motion analysis system in a gait laboratory [19,20].
Instrumented Sway (ISway): subjects are instructed to stand
with arms at their side. The size of their stance is fixed with a spacer
block placed between the feet. ISway objectively measures amplitude,
velocity, frequency and jerkiness of postural sway in both the lateral
and anterior-posterior directions with 42 metrics. Each of these metrics
have been validated against postural sway measured from center of
pressure displacement with a force place [27]. Therapists interested
in performing the Clinical Test of Sensory Integration for Balance
(CTSIB), measure sway while patients stand either on a firm surface
or on compliant foam with eyes opened or closed to evaluate use of
surface, visual, and vestibular information for postural sway [18,29].
Instrumented Stand and Walk (ISAW): This short test was
designed to combine measures of postural sway, anticipatory postural
adjustments during step initiation, gait and turning into one, quick
protocol. Subjects are instructed to stand quietly for 30s and then asked
to walk at their comfortable speed for 7m, turn 180° and walk back to
the starting point. Figure 3 summarizes the subcomponents of mobility
and type of metrics calculated for the ISAW.
Instrumented Long Walk plugin (IWalk): This is the only plugin
that doesn’t have a fixed protocol since patients can walk any distance
from 7m up to 7 km as long as all of the walking is on a straight path and
all of the turns are 180 degrees. IWalk allows additional gait parameters
to be calculated that cannot otherwise be measured with short walking
distances, such as gait variability, coordination (phase coordination
index), and asymmetry [30,31].

Mobility Lab Reporting
Figure 4 shows examples of measures calculated in Mobility Lab
from a PD patient undergoing deep brain stimulation (DBS). In this
example, the ITUG and ISWAY were performed after six different
stimulation settings. It is interesting to see that the 3rd setting showed
a worsening in balance and transitions but not in gait. In fact, sit-tostand duration and turn duration were the worst in the 3rd DBS setting,
while stride length and stride velocity are consistent across all settings.
Also, sway jerk and sway frequency were the worst in that particular
Figure 1: A. Sensor dimension. B. Mobility Lab system and components.
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Figure 3: Components and metrics of ISAW, ITUG, ISWAY and ISTEP.
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previously reported [24,27,28,32,33]. In particular, lateral postural
sway, trunk rotation during gait, and arm swing during gait and turning
are very sensitive to mild disease, such as mild-to-moderate untreated
PD [24] and multiple sclerosis [25]. In fact, postural sway, anticipatory
postural adjustments, arm speed, and turning velocity are sensitive
measures in early PD patients who otherwise have normal Timed Up
and Go times and gait speed [24,33,32]. Test-retest reliability, after
taking the sensors off and re-applying them can be excellent (ICC
ranged from .75 to .98), with help from algorithms that compensate for
inconsistent sensor placement [28,27]. Concurrent validity of the ITUG
and ISway have been established with popular clinical tests of balance
and gait such as the posture and gait part (PIGD) of the UPDRS.
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Figure 4: Example of the MobilityLab report.
Left panel: first page. Right panel: ISAW primary measures for 3 subsequent
test in a PD patient, first test OFF Med OFF DBS, then OFF Med ON DBS,
and ON Med ON DBS.

Assessment of balance abilities is important for accurate diagnosis,
characterization of impairment, identification of fall risk, treatment
planning, and evaluation of changes over time. This is difficult
because balance control consists of many different underlying systems
including stability during quiet stance, postural reactions to external
disturbances, anticipatory postural adjustments, postural responses to
perturbations and dynamic balance during gait [34,8].
For these reasons, physical therapists need to identify specific
impairments of balance control before selecting therapies to improve
balance deficits. Customized therapy is more effective than general
exercise [34,29,35]. Mobility Lab is an ideal instrument to objectively
assess the different component of balance. Specifically, Mobility
Lab measures stability during quiet stance with ISway (amplitude,
frequency and fluidity of postural sway), dynamic balance during
gait with ITUG and IWalk (trunk stability, percent of time in single
and double support), and postural transitions with the sit-to-stand,
turning measures, and anticipatory postural adjustments prior to step
initiation.

Responsiveness to Rehabilitation Intervention in PD
Recently, we developed a sensorimotor-agility exercise program
for prevention of mobility disability in PD [36]. In the present pilot
study we investigated the effect of this sensorimotor-agility exercise

Figure 5: Raw signals from lower back and ankle sensors during ISAW.

setting. A patient with this particular DBS setting would need therapy
for postural transitions and balance, but not for gait itself (Figure 4).
Figure 5 shows raw signals from the shank angular velocity and
the medio-lateral trunk acceleration during standing, gait, and turning.
From these raw signals, automatic analysis algorithms are developed
to reliably quantify gait and balance parameters, validated by motion
analysis and force plate gold-standard approaches in a laboratory
(Figure 5).
Sensitivity, reliability, and validity of many of the plugins have been
J Bioengineer & Biomedical Sci

Figure 6: SRM of objective and clinical measures for the exercise study.
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program on different balance subcomponents in a group of patients
with PD using Mobility Lab.
Twenty people with idiopathic PD (Age: 65.3±8, UPDRS: 35.9
±15) participated in this delayed-start design study. Two baseline pretests (4 weeks apart) were obtained to determine stability of measures
without intervention. Participants were under the direct supervision
of a physical therapist, 4 times a week for 4 weeks, after which a posttest was administered. Subjects were tested in the ON medication state
using UPDRS III Motor Part and the Berg Balance Scale.
Objective measures were obtained at each time point with ISway
and ITUG.
In Figure 6, we show the Standardize Response Mean (SRM, [37])
for the principal outcomes. SRM is the mean change (d) reported in
units of standard deviation of change (SDdiff), SRM=d/SDdiff . For
SRM, a value of 0.20 represents a small change, of 0.50 a moderate, and
a value of 0.80 represents a large change (Figure 6).
As we can see in Figure 6, the Berg Balance Scale and the UPDRSIII
did not change after the exercise program. In contrast, the more
sensitive objective measures provided by Mobility Lab revealed specific
changes in medio-lateral sway and turning transitions after exercise.

Specificity of Rehabilitation Intervention
Each patient with a balance or gait problem requires a different
rehabilitation intervention, depending on their primary functional
constraints on balance control. Mobility Lab can assist in specifying

the type of balance and/or deficit to therapy can be aimed at the
problems. For example, Figure 7 illustrates postural sway during stance
in a healthy control subject, a patient with PD and a patient with MS.
Although both the PD and MS patients show larger postural sway area,
the jerkiness of sway is increased in the PD patient but decreased in the
MS patient. The increased jerk may reflect stiffness of the trunk and cocontraction of muscles for postural control in the PD subject whereas
the decreased jerk may reflect slowed postural responses in the MS
subject. In addition, a group of 12 untreated, early PD subjects showed
decreased trunk rotation during gait whereas a group of 31 early MS
subjects showed increased trunk rotation during gait, although there
was no difference in gait speed among the groups [24,25]. Therapists
with this type of assessment should focus on increasing trunk flexibility
and rotation in the PD patient and increasing speed of postural response
in the MS patient and they would expect very different changes due to
intervention in the two subjects (Figure 7).
However, future studies are needed to determine reliability and
validity in patients who are more disabled than those in the considered
studies as well as those with a very different gait pattern, for example
in post-stroke patients. In addition, although assessments performed
in the clinical settings have value, it is often questioned whether
assessments performed in such environment are truly representative
of how a given clinical intervention affects the real life of the patients.
To overcome this problem, either continuous recording of sensor data
or at least monitoring over extended periods of time are necessary to
better design and implement an effective clinical intervention.

Conclusions
Mobility Lab provides clinicians a fast, portable, and reliable
system for quantifying balance and gait. Popular clinical tests, such
as the Timed Up and Go (TUG) and the Clinical Test of Sensory
Integration for Balance (CITSIB) are instrumented such that many
objective measures of balance and gait are instantly available in the
same amount of time it normally takes patients to perform these tests.
Instead of simply measuring the duration of a trial, clinicians can
now evaluate the strategy patients use to accomplish these tests and
compare these results to gender-and age-matched control subjects.
Characterization of balance and gait strategies, such as whether a
patient shows high amplitude sway in the lateral direction or whether
they increase their double support time during gait, can enable
therapists to tailor their rehabilitation approach for individuals based
on their specific deficiencies. Mobility Lab can be an important tool
both for understanding and treating mobility disorders.
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